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instructions io Candidates :

1. Do not write anything on queslion paper except Seat No.
2. Graph or diagram should be drawn with the black ink pen being

paper or black HB pencil.
3. Students should note, no supplement will be provided.
4. All questions are compulsory.
5" Figures to the right indicates full marks.
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detail role & responsibilities of hospital pharmacist.

5" Ftgures to the right indicates full marks. o6
6. Write answer of both sections in same answer book. 
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e) Dsdfss role of nursing services in hospital.
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SECTION - I
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1. Solve any five.

a) Enlist different type of medical staff in

b) Write four functions of hospltal pharma

c) Write composition of pharmacy & the committee.

d) What is emergency drug list? emergency drug list for hospital.

e) Define hospital formulary, write significance.

f) What is pharmacological & eral index.

g) Enlist various national h re programs in lndia.

2" Solve any four.

a) Discuss a daofP&TC.
b) Write a note stock method of drug distribution.

d) Write p*5te on associated medical services in hospital.
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a) Define hospital, classify & explain in detail types of hospital.
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b) Describe governing body of hospital with respect to organization pattern,
objectives, composition & various duties.

SECTION - II

4. Solve any five.

a) Define lead time & Safety stock.

b) Write functions of purchase committee.

c) What are radiopharmaceuticals, Write any two examples.

d) Write significance of computers in hospital pharmacy.

e) Enlist types of adverse drug reactions.

f) Write objectives of inventory control.

S) Classify surgical dressings with examples.

5.

e) Write a note on patient Counselling.

f) Discuss in detail about "Laminar Flow

6. Solve any one.

a) Write in detail note on manufactu of large & small volume Parenterals.

b) Discuss in detail role of in drug procurements.
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